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Implumida are kind souls that once come to earth and 

utilized the body of man. But the leaders did 

understand.  Trill is the race half man and is Tobias 

meaning similar friends to vivi our E.T pandas.   

These Quadra peds enjoy their days within discussion 

of friendship and brilliance in mind. The Tobias 

Quadra Peds were those who never named them self 

until earth name calling came from man.   Prada 

pandas on earth that dine on bamboo and wear the 

same fur line packs look up in amazement.  One 

afternoon on earth it was mentioned that one spoke 

allowed mars pandas who said that?  Did they exist? 

who on earth said panda? 

And so panda thinks … I am. A natural thought.   

“Dumb humans” whispered a voice some where 

someone is able to hear. 

Was it Migration? Or are each carried from a different 

race to a new?  As they now have a name vivi freaks out 

looking for why?  
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Triviality such as this, “is it our names that are our 

culture forced upon us” or the VIVI Panda that is 

forced on them?  Cub pandas use eye contact and take 

small amounts of time to look at hair colour, fur, and 

Quadra Ped paws.  But children Pandas don’t ask for 

names when greeting or meeting for the first time. 

They welcome in visual communication. Cub pandas 

are intelligent. 

 One Vivi Tobias Panda asks if he is a doctor due to 

his order of line asking for relevance within a name 

such as panda when on earth quietly to himself.  While 

his happy days start with a great big bowl of light. 

Mars is a much preferred planet for this VIVI Tobias 

Panda, where vivi can gain strength and personality 

only when needed - his taste for high fashion reveals 

Peripheral love for his transport and a vision splendor. 

And so he thinks the appropriate communication 

device he is in need of to better suit his lifestyle is his 

VIVI Panda attire and only sold at the 

renaissanceborzoi.com arriving soon. 
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Panda paws are the most appreciated booties warn on 

Mondays this is why the attire within a book was a 

part of VIVI pandas plan. What with all that over 

there he can walk with pride and an l.e.d lamp to lead 

his way close to wear he can see.  

One morning when VIVI walked a little too close to 

mars he noticed the most perfect path filled with candy 

cakes and bright stars. He held a few within his paws 

and placed them into the L.E.D lamp still carried at his 

side.  

As he flew past many of light and encouragement 

onward and up toward the mars planet he thinks 

quietly this is a great day out of a bamboo forest. 

Carrying his book of plenty in the palm of his paws he 

thinks himself calm while admiring the view. 

Mars and his gentle respect allow VIVI Panda a time 

to share communication privately and promptly asked 

him to return to earth where his attachments to his 

dream will be waiting for him. 
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VIVI PANDA‘s circular motion was a display of 

wealth to some who sat and looked over to their right. 

For VIVI Panda he was simply displaying his honor 

for the rights given to visit when he can. 

My Eyes see the most gracious view of light and stars a 

love he thinks greater than some and now if he can 

prove to man that the name was not his most 

important thought but to light his evening with an 

attachment of worth and value that all can share 

together may assist upon the earth.  

And upon the Earth within a tiny mind of great value 

and intelligence one lady chose to assist Tobias the 

ViVi Panda with his Quadra Ped Prada.  
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VIVI Panda was born free within a mind of many and 

spent time in heights of 10,000 feet above sea level. 

Where the altitude is cool and clear. No sushi for this 

little great Panda cub he was eager to learn and almost 

as fast as lightening in through thought and when 

breakfast was closer than a walk. 

He rolled up the rock face and over the top to prove 

he understood his journey had just started. He had 

black pads under his paws and white above to light the 

dark when walking through the bamboo forest floors. 

His eyes were of a most excellent design of gentle 

darken rings sitting in front of a snow field with long 

think rows of seams this Vivi panda is advanced and a 

happy disposition he holds.  These visits were many 

while young and tenacious of life still today prefer the 

location chosen to sit a while. This abundance of food 

allowed VIVI to think himself safe. Until One 

afternoon during a big white storm the clouds over 

head became a darken grey and this allowed the 

sunlight rays to gently pass through down on over to 

the rocks beside VIVI PANDA’s dreams. 
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The contrast was magic and VIVI PANDA believed 

that what is up above the clouds was worth a new 

resting place when he is old enough to travel he starts 

his climb. 

Months pass and even years VIVI Panda grew taller 

and wider he was healthy and very happy with his 

bamboo stems and his forest friends of many. He 

would often think the clouds will lower into an area 

large enough to carry him above them. It was time he 

moved on and up to the heights he was born to achieve 

and so off he walked day before day week before week 

his mind was very active. 

It is Monday a happy day for this VIVI Panda to rise 

above and count the evening stars one and then 

another star two and then continuing with this 

understanding VIVI Panda remained above the clouds 

in body and view enjoying his days each Monday alone 

free within mind. A climate cooler and kind to his fur 

and a pace only he can appreciate. 
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Laying out with the sunlight over his head and sitting 

in an upright position he held gently to his tree. Vivi 

Panda liked watching his friends over to his right 

within their side of the tree making each day a new day 

of calm and gentle surrounds this gave a sense of care 

for his family friends. 

Vivi was never restricted to understanding a moment 

within time and appreciated the change he viewed 

among his friends and fellow Pandas. 

He would often moan about his dreams of walking 

further a field and the beauty the starlight captured 

when resting gentle thought before the darken light 

skies. 

Some thought VIVI had spent too little time among 

friends and suggested moving into an area that pleased 

him. One sits close waiting for Vivi to offer his share 

of knowledge knowing that he is far too clever to look 

and stare.  
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VIVI continued to think on his dream that made his 

different from a few, with his ideas of learning and 

how to best initiate his concepts he brought closer to 

him a branch of the finest green leaves from the 

bamboo streams that grew in length of demand.  

He lay each green emerald leaf of darken highlights 

around his head for the other Pandas to remember, he 

gently sprinkled leaves of lime and yellow to share the 

base of their tree of life and when the youngest of each 

whiten panda best arrives VIVI handed over with his 

paws a steam of bamboo thin an rich with nutrient, 

succulent in ease for style. 

 The afternoon became itself and with it the stars shine 

brighter than ever VIVi is now at age where his simple 

ideas have started. He moved through space and above 

and reached out gently toward a line in front reaching 

for perfection. One of choice and gainful knowledge, 

one that will assist him toward his future. His paws lay 

wide open to the challenge of vision, he grasps within 

his paws and for while he walks with a four, four ease 

and stride.  
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ViVi looks over to his left and their sits a brilliance 

within excellence suspended within space one of the 

most perfect view‘s and the Planet Mars. 

A kind and generous planet thought VIVI Panda 

continuing to walk along. Is there a change where I can 

see how my fur can offer breath to a brighter than ever 

evening sky while I sit within my tree and look up at 

the stars I like that shine on and over toward my 

families and other families? 

The rain that came with the wind that blew the 

emerald green leaves from the surroundings of VIVI 

Panda’s head display awoke him in time to move up a 

little further away from the storm that was to arrive 

not long before today. Nothing was lost! 

VIVI thought longer on his concepts to assist his 

brighter evening skies and the closer he came to his 

start the longer the thought grew. When wearing his 

fur he agreed to share his idea but only with Mars. 
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VIVI Panda enjoys the time shared when Marzipan 

Pandas were many within mind and the greatness of 

lightened coat is a must for his family and friends. 

VIVI Panda believed that due to his knowledge of 

how he is given the understanding to design his own 

attire upon earth and this within his mind would be 

the start of a new generation. 

Each day a little before the morning sunrise VIVI 

panda walked a path of bamboo branches and spread 

the leaves of green and yellow gold all around the floor 

of his tree. He believed this will give a life to his 

understanding that allowed the stars to shine over to 

his family’s location. 

All day he sits above the clouds waiting for the evening 

sky light and watches where the light remains. Weeks 

have move forward to a place that now see how the 

sunlight can rest within the tree s that hide the VIVI 

panda ‘s area of location. 
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One year arrived and VIVI panda climbed down out 

of his tree and up on top of his branch the closest he 

had ever come to a view and one opinion. His opinion! 

The coat will give much happiness within safety for 

my family he thinks and I located an area where I can 

produce the best start. My evening skies of lighten 

bright will now also keep me safe wearing the coat of 

friendship and change. 

The brilliance in coat and colours for humans to 

appreciate now from a distance of closer than ever a 

friend of their own can wear proudly. They are 

designed with care in mind and kind to the touch, 

while each are shared with a smile for a few the many 

will laugh and enjoy the view. 

How excellent VIVI Panda thinks his feelings of 

overwhelming happiness move though his body and 

paws knowing he has shared his knowledge to one only 

that allows him to make available for many an 

opportunity to keep safe when walking with a friend at 

his side. 
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